The area of the JSDF is spreading worldwide.
A chronicle of its international cooperation activities for 20 years.

All the activities started from here. The starting point of the international cooperation of the JSDF is the First PKO for the JDF Units from JASDF, JASDF and JASDF Operations. The first PKO for the JDF Units from JASDF, JASDF and JASDF Operations was in 1994.12.

A large number of JSDF personnel participated in the activities in various fields, including headquarters and transport coordination activities. (2007.11)

Cooperated in the relief of many countries in our first PKO for the JDF Units from JASDF, JASDF and JASDF Operations. The first PKO for the JDF Units from JASDF, JASDF and JASDF Operations was in 1994.12.

A unit of JSDF transported a large quantity of relief goods in India.

- 1996.2 - Now
- UN Disengagement Observer Force
- Dispatched personnel: Total of 1441 personnel (September)

Dispatching troops for a long period of time to contribute to the stability of the Golan Heights

- Headquarter staff's establishment and a transportation unit were sent to the UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) in the Golan Heights where a tense situation continues between Syria and Israel. They are transport refueling from the great damage caused by a large earthquake in East India. They also provided local staff with technical guidance for setting up tents and transportation relief vehicles for use in the UNDOF headquarters, establishing a new record for the terms of JASDF PHO.

Aircraft of emergency aid goods, such as tents, blankets, and sleeping mats for the relief of refugees in Afghanistan. An aircraft team of the JASDF transported them to Islamabad.

Airlifted relief goods for refugees in response to the request of UNHCR
Following the request by UNHCR, which was working in the Islamic Republic of Iran, including JASDF provided goods such as tents, blankets, and sleeping mats for the relief of refugees in Afghanistan. An aircraft team of the JASDF transported them to Islamabad.

Transported relief goods necessary for the international disaster relief activities in Iran
A great earthquake in the southeastern part of the island caused enormous damage, especially in transportation and relief activities. JASDF transported transports team to the island and, transported up to 12 aircraft within 24 hours.

Transported relief goods to the southeastern part of Iran that was severely damaged by a huge earthquake.

Airlifted humanitarian relief goods using a C-130H transport aircraft on the request of the World Food Program
JASDF formed an Iraqi War relief airlift team to help people affected by the Iraqi War and airlifted about 140 tons of goods necessary for international humanitarian relief activities, conducted by the World Food Program (WFP) and others, between Italy and Jordan using a C-130H transport aircraft.
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